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Meet Us at the Pass on April 18th
by Marilyn Cieavinger
Red?ngton Pass, the site of the Inaugural Arizona ROGASNE two years age will b© the
siteforthis months meet The high desert terrain is exceptionally grem and beautiful this time
of the year. Vegetation is primarily mesqiite and grasses, with sagebrush and ©actus also in
raakJenoa. Bevs&tton is approximately 4000' and temperatures will most likely be rather warm
after the morning passes.
Three courses (basic, intermediate, and advanced) will be set by Bill Hamilton and
Marilyn Cieavinger. In addition to our normal festivities, Peg DavSs will conduct an Intermediate
clinic beginning at 9:15 (please register in advance of the clinic start time). Peg's plan is to
spend about one hour and visit the first four intermediate control points. This is a great
opportunity to ask Peg all those nagging questions about map reading, distance estimation,
and route choices you've been lying awake nights wondering about
Meet director MarHy Cieavinger (795-2081) would be eternally grateful for your
assistance at the meet. Please call to volunteer orformore Information about the meet If you
have an interesting in camping out Saturday night call Peg Davis ($28-8385) for details.
Dvtafts and Directions are given w p . 3

Also inside):
The Arizona ROGAfttC -feiSIcovsrag® on pagss 4-S.
Whetstone RssuSfs - sss psgss 10-11

Tucson Orf6fiteei!if§ Club Catotuter
April 9
April 18
May 1 ,and 8
May 16

*
*
*

Business Meeting
TOO Meet
Mapping Clinic
TOCMeet

931 N. Morris
Redington Pass
call for information
Bear Wallow

What Is Orienteering? in orienteering you use a map and compass to find your way across
unfamiliar terrain. In a typical meet, the organizer places orange and white control markers
at various land features found on your map. These markers act as checkpoints along the
course. The object of the sport is to use the map and compass to beat© the control markers
and return to finish. Using your imagination and navigational skills, you try to select the best
route to each control. Beware: the best route may not be the direct route. Once them, you
punch a score card which verifies that you found the control. There are many versions of
orienteering (on foot, bicycle, or skfs; at night; in relays) but the idea is essentially the same;
the use of a map and compass to find your way across unfamiliar terrain.
Wtn&t 1$ Ty&sofi Oftentewring Cfesfe? TOO is a non-profit organization chartered by the United
Sta&es Orienteering Federation (USOF) and the International Orienteering Federation (IOF).
The dub ho?ds a dozen or so meets a year, including a ROGAINE, an 8-hour event held each
Spring. Membership is open to everyone and includes a subscription to the newsletter and
discounted entry fees at meets.
Wncft £qt2!jpfliof«! do I n#@d? The only requirement is a compass. The best kind is a
P"*mctor-type with a dear plastic base so that you can see through ittothe map underneath.
(You can rent one from the club for $1, per meet until you buy your own.) The club will supply
a rmp of the area. There is an entry fee. Running shoes or lightweight hiking boots are
rec&mttdrKltid (depending on the terrain) and okt clothes (long pants or gaiters and longsleeved shirts m® recommended.) Wear a watch, since there is always a lime deadline. Also,
you may want to carry a water botiie. Water is always available on the course, but it never
hurts to have some of your own on a hot day.
Sfemd® i get rmm tofomtaSlon? CaJi someone. For general Information about orienteering,
carl the Publicity Chairman Peg Davis. Her number is always listed in the newsletter. If you
have a specific question about the upcoming meet, call the meet director.
Can I IwSno *®f **$&» •ooul ti#op, ato. to the meet? Sure. You will be required to
waiver form for any minors that participate in the meet. If you do expect to bring a group, call
the meet director and let us know you're coming en masse.

R@€lfi$i@§t Pass, Sunday, April 1®, 1W3
9:00 AM

Registration opens adjacent to the Start/Finish table.
Beginners' cKnlcs start for those of you who would like an introduction on
how to read a map, use a compass, or the logistics of completing a course.
9:15 AM
Intermediate Cllrsic/Map Walk. Register before clinic begins:
9:30 AM
Courses open. (Bask), Intermediate, and Advanced)
noon
Last start time for f we courses
2:00 PM
Courses ofoss, Everyone, finished or not, must check in at the SSafl/Finish
table. Control retrieval gets underway. Stay around md help! if s bis of tun
and you get extra orienteering pracSce.
Coal: $5.00forIndividuals; $7.00 per team; $200 off for TOC and SAHC members. Compass
rental is $1.00. Safety whistles are required for the Intermediate and Advanced courses and
cars be purchased for $1.00.
Dfoaetkma: Head East on Tanque Verde Road. Continue past the end of the pavement about
7 miles. Orange and white O-sfgns will guide you from the road to the registration site.

OfharEvants
Happlitf Cf inte. Based on the response to last month's Mapping Clinic article, the clinic will
be condensed into two Saturday sessions (May 1 and May 8} with the possibility of follow-up
sessions later on. All participants will receive information by mall. Prior I© the first session,
each participant will be responsible for reading Robin Harvey's "Mapmaking for Orlentears"
and doing a take-home quiz which will be due at the first session. You won't find Robin's
book in the library to my knowledge, but the club has ordered two copies which you may
check out from the Equipment Chair after they arrive. The check-out period will be one week
with renewal option if nobody else is waiting to check it out Since I wit! be out of town until
April 30, any late respondees should contact Roger Spertine (Mapping Chair). We could
handle another two people nicely, even with the condensed schedule. Location of the first
session wW be with your mailed out info. See you there. (John Maier)
HmM ButfctftM Moating Friday, April ®. The next business meeting will be held Friday, April
9 at Pat Penn's house, 931 N. Morris (one block E of Campbell and two biccks S. of
Speedway), The meeting will begin at 7:00, but come early for the potiuck dinner at 6:30.
Count Setter and Meet Director deepemteiy needed for May meet at Sear Waftow. We
need both a course setter and a meet directorforthe May meet scheduled for May 1 © at Bear
Wallow, in the cool cactus-less pineforestof Mount Lemmon. As an inducement is the course
setter, Wiikey is working on a new OCAD representation of our oldtoo-often-copiecfBear
Wallow Map which may be available for that meet

The 1991 ArtZ0n& ROGAfNC
by Rschof Gelbtn
The Third Annual Arizona ROGAINE was a tremendous success, and as meet director
! had a ball. It was hard work, but it was very rewarding. Let me tell you why. First of ail, we
had 34 teams competing (an Increase over last year), and 18+ of those team members were
from out of state. Old friends from West Virginia and California returned and new friends from
New York, Massaohusetts,and California were made. W® had nationally-ranked competitors
here and there is one person in particular I would like to single out (I can do that because
I was meet director. You too can have this pen power.) It was an honor to meet Peter
Gagarin after having his name synonymous with orienteering in my mind for so many years.
It was a pleasure having Peter and his teammate Fred Pilon win our Arizona ROGAINE.
John Utile's hours of hard work with Roy Parker's assistance paid off with a higMyprsissd course that was challenging, beautiful, and as we always promise (but are not so
happy to delfved) - sticker filled. It seems, however, that Ron Hudson has the magic power
to tame the mighty spines. He came back seemingly unscathed. It was obvious from Kabn
Kelly's bloody legs, however, that as a teammate of Ron's, Kalon does not share the magic.
The previous night I was frantically checking and rechecking pre-registration, control
cards, food (63 bananas, 63 oranges, and 63 apples are a lot to have to keep track of),
awards, and my alarm (about 4 times!). The alarm worked, and hours later, after an
en tertoinlng and informative course setter introduction by John Utile, we ferried those who
chose not to walk to the start and the masses were off by 9:12. John, Molly Parsons, and I
headed for a nearby ridge with our binoculars to watch the fun. It was entertaining, but King
Cons was calling, so Keith McLeod, Molly, and I headedtotown for our dips, onion rings, and
fried cheese.... We spent the remainder of the afternoon relaxing and preparing for the finish.
Competitors started coming in about 3:00 p.m. The Greiners, who threw in thetowelearly due
to Mlgue and heat will be very dangerous competitors once acclimated to our climate.
To our surprise and delight, the team of Pilon & Gagarin came sprinting in at 3:30
after 61/2 hours on the course. They had collected 1000 points, 30 controls * in other words,
ail of them. They claimed to have had a wonderful time, evidenced only by their smiles as
their bodies told a different tale. It was quite inspiring for me to see two people work so hard
arsd hmm so much fun at it Not too long afterwards, the team of Ruutopoid and Whrttington
finished with ®JS 30 controls punches. This is afler this team, with their spounses who made
up the winning women's team, had hiked the Grand Canyon the previous day. Now that*s
inspirational. As if two teams completing the whole course weren't enough excitement in
comes the Kelly and Hudson team with all controls punched. The top ranking Tucson team
of Parsons & Meier missed the 30 control mark by one 40-pofrrter which was out of reach due
to a knee owee (yes, I'm the mom of a 2 1/2 year old) that Mark began to feel out on the
course. Tough break. Better kick in San Diego!
(continued mi p. 5)

Th# Arizona ROGAINE - continued from p. 4
We were treated to first-time Arizona rogalners and those who boast three years
running. Everyone was supportive, helpful, and kind to this meet director. Of course, there are
some special thanks as well. Many of those thanks goes to John little for an outstanding day;
to Roy Parker for vetting and assisting in control setting; Keith McLeod for making my day
easier and fun as always, Molly Parsons for companionship, my ice cream, and having the
couragetowrite the wimmere names on our unique Arizona awards that Roger Sperline made
and lettered so beautifully. To John Maler, Mark Parsons, Barb Grandstaff, John Little, Keith
McLeod (hope I didn't forget anyone) for control retrieval. Special recognition to Jeff Bracker
for retrieving controls that had already been collected w/o his knowledge! If I have forgotten
anyone, it was purely accidental. This THANKS" is for you.
Before you rm&s the scores, wt me say mat mere was a mistake in calculating amid
the confusion of the finish. We mistakenly announced at me awards ceremony mat Mac Innis
and Donna Gooken placed second in me Mixed Division. However, Clare and Ross Durand,
me brother & sister team from California finished third with Mac & Donna placing 4m. We
apologize that Clare and Ross did not get their recognition and applause (as well as their
picture) for a job well done. Despite our error, we hope you had a good enough time to join
us for our state championships or monthly events, I personally extend a TOO invitation to ail
of you. ftes&Hs on pa§t & ,

Want to do It Again?? San Diego ROGAINE on May 16
Thaf s right! The Southwest has gotten too big for just one ROGAINE a year. San
Diego Orienteering Club Is coming to the rescue of diehard ROGAJNERS, not-so-diehard
ROGAJNERS, and even novice ROGAINERS with their premiere production this coming May
16 at Ml Laguna Billed as me First Pacific Crest ROGAINE, three options will be offered: 3
hour (Recreational), 5 hour (Adventurous), and 8 hour (Committed), with age and gender
categories In each. You m«i to have a partner to take part, but they'll help you find one.
In additiontome ROGAINE, mere will be a standard O meet hosted by Ed and Donna
Gookin on Saturday, May 15. Bom events will use a 1; 15000, 5-meter contour, 5-color maps.
Register by May 1toavoid the iate fee. Cost Is $12/person for me ROGAINE and an additional
$2 for the Saturday event. Camping is free Friday and Saturday nights. The Ml Laguna area
is about one hour this side of San Diego, elevation 5000-6000', sporting pine forest and
meadows. SDO held me Long-O Champs there in May 1890. Those of us who went will
remember the wonderful time we had with our San Diego friends in mis delightful pine forest,
if you want to join those of us who have already registered for mis event and possibly carpool
or caravan with us, call Peg Davis at 626-8985 for more information and a registration form.
The contact in San Diego is Ron Grayson (619) 598-5730.

The 1993 Arizona ROGAINE March 6,1993; Tortolita Mountains
Possible Points: 1000; Penalty
Men
1 Gagarin/Pllon
2 Ruutopold/WNttington
3 Hudson/Kelly
Maier/Parsons
4
5 Gookin/Gookin
6 Cobbledick/Richardson
7 LetsorVBennett
Dekaney/Graeve
8
9 Brown/Bracker
10 Weintraub/Gordon
11 Hathaway/Pageis
12 Shefby/SHverio
14 Ross/Viers
15 Masso iris/Powers
16 Gregoire/Ward
17 Romero/Wood/Moore
13 Thomas/Tovmsend

points -10/minut© late; Ties broken by order of finish
dub
Pis.
Elapsed Time
NEOC
1000
6:25:29
BFLO
6:54:09
1000
BAOC
1000
7:07:12
TSN
960
SDO
870
TSN
740
SDO
740
TSN
720
TSN
550
TSN
450
TSN
400
TSN
400
TSN
260
LAOC
230
TSN
(lost card)
0
TSN
0
(overtime > 1 hr)
TSN
0
(overtime > 1 hr)

1
2
3
4

Women
Palnw/Ruutopold
Davis/Penn
The Cranes
Ma*souri&/Powers

BFLO
TSN
TSN
LAOC

660
580
250
120

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Hfeisdl Teams
CJeavinger/Hamllton
Greiner/Greiner
Durand/Durand
Innis/Gookin
Dennis/lrvfrig
Creath/CraJgie/Bioff
Hlnman/Hirtman
Schaeffer/Schaeffer
Staples/Lyndal)
Rieger/Retz
Beard/Gibson/Gasteilum

TSN
TSN
LAOC
SDO
WVA
TSN
TSN
SDO
TSN
TSN
TSN

780
640
620
610
450
440
430
350
340
300
200

4:59!

Recreational Entries: Loehrs/Randail (TSN), Paiuda/Cashin (TSN)
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A Rogafrttng Gem in the Southwest Desert - by Peter Gagarin
Getting "up close and personal" with Mother Nature is part of regaining, just as It is
a part of orienteering. Mostly that's a positive, sometimes If s a negative.
Among the less appealing things that Mother Nature offers If you Hve in the East or
Midwest is a small, re^nm innocent-looking plant called poison ivy. An encounter with poison
ivy (or Its Western counterpart poison oak} can leave you quite miserable, but the misery
doesnt set in until a few days later. A much more quick-acting specimen common In the
mid-Atlantic Is the vine called greenbriar, or the "wait a minute" vine. You don't notice as it
catches an arm or a leg or a neck, es\d only after a few more strides does the vine tighten
up ee^d tr\p you up, or dig Its thorns into you, or, most commonly, both. Even this, however,
does not compare with the immediacy of an encounter with cactus. You know very, very fast,
that you have done something very, very bad. The idea of a rogaine in Tucson, Arizona, on
the first Saturday in March was a rather tempting thought to a couple of snow-bound
Northeasterners, though \n all honesty, the main reason Fred Pilon and I decided to go was
that we had a couple of free plane tickets that were about to expire. Neither of us had ever
rogairted/orienteered In the state. Other than images of a variety of cactus, with poisonous
snakes lurking under every one, we had no idea what to expect What we found (in
chronological order) was:
*
Sunshine and warm weather (Sow 70s), a good 40 degrees warmer than anyfrting we
had seen for a long time.
*
A old friend from orienteering, Keith McLeod, who was very active in orienteering fan
the Mid-West in the 70s and early '80s, including a stint as vice-president of USOF if I
remember correctly, before moving to Tucson and shortly thereafter founding the Tucson
Orienteering Club. Keith put us up for the night and entertained us with tales of life and
orienteering in the Southwest. Keith also, it seemed, had put out the word that Fred and I
were pretty good at this regaining stuff, but now he seemed more concerned that we might
have a bad day - the concern of course was for his reputation for telling the truth, not for our
reputation asrogainers.As we headed off for the rogaine on Saturday morning, it was clear
that he was more nervous than we were.
*
Difficult choices on what to wear and carry. We looked to see what ^he locals were
doing, but that offered little help, as they were outfitted in everything from a "ready for battle'
style consisting of sturdy boots, thick jeans, and long-sleeve shirts (the only thing missing
were helmets) to lightweight, "bactus, what cactus?" outfits of thin running shoes, shorts, and
singlets. We settled for our usual orienteering suits, gaiters, and running shoes (since that
was all we had brought), slathered on the suntan lotion, and loaded our fanny packs with
water bottles, food, Iodine tablets, ibuprofen, vaseline, whistles, even tweezers for pulling out
cactus spines. The only real debate was whether or not to bring my pair of binoculars for use
in spotting far-away controls, but they finally got left behind in favor of a Httle more candy.
*
Early morning sunshine and a forecast for a beautiful day. Tucson is all right!

*
Cactus techniques, or more accurately, techniques for avoiding cactus. This assumes
that you can recognize what Vie cactus looks like, and here we were helped by course setter
John little's preface briefing - incidentally, one of the best and funniest, in a very understated
way, briefings I've ever heard • various cacti were pointed out, their ability to reach out and
grab you was explained* and we ware even told to watch for various other desert nasties like
"cateiaw,* a harmless looking tret/bush until you brush against It and discover that every
branch has hooks like, you guessed it a cat's claws. Out on tie course, the first thing we
realized, and most people realize this pretty quickly, is that 'straight ahead, brute force if
necessary" is not the wisest approach. The alternative, running/walking around the cactus,
was actually quite feasible, for although there was a Sot of cactus, it was widely spaced, and
you could pick your way though it much more easily than we would have imagined. Just as
it is possible to run through an Eastern forest without running into any trees, so it turned out
to b e possible to run through the high desert of Tucson without hitting any eaotucs. Not that

we actually managed to do that, of course. But even encounters with cactus have their good
skies, such as getting to sit down and rest while a shoe is taken off for the fifth (tenth?) time
that day; and tending to take your mind off blisters and other aches and pains.
*
Unusual terrain, at least for us. With good weather and virtually no trees, it was
pesslbl© much of the time to see not only a lot of the terrain covered by the map, but also
a good bit of the extraordinary landscape of southeastern Arizona. There were times when we
could see exactly where the next control should be from parhaps a mile away, but getting
there stili offered a significant navigational challenge. The terrain, a range of NRs at an
attitude of 3,500to4,500 feet, was a showcase of both the process of erosion and adaptability
of different plants to different exposures and soil conditions. Something that looked like a
smooth Htimi® at a distance would turn out to be cut by erosion gullies of a variety of
shapes and sizes, sometimes shallow ones that might only appear on the most accurate
orienteering map, sometimes rather steep ones thattooksome thought to find a way through.
Add to this the fact that catolaw seems to have a fondness for growing in the gullies, and the
result was a endless succession of mini-route choices - not just right or left around the next
patch of catcus, but where do we cross the next gully, how long do we stay on this more
open spur, do we follow that animal track thafs not quite going the right way? Finding the
controls was usually quite easy, but choosing the best route was often very difficult
*
More sunshine! Actually getting a little hot!
*
A map and courses that seemed just fine. Whether E'm regaining (where the map
are often terrible and the courses unpredictable) or orienteering (where both map and
courses have stricter standards), I find, its usually most productive to just accept what is
given to you and try to make out the best you can. Complaining, even if just to myself,
doesn't seem to add much either to how i do or how much i enjoy the day. One of the things
I most enjoy about regaining, in fact, is the whole sense of adventure that comes with the
combination of new terrain and unpredictable maps and courses. That said, on this day i
wouldn't have come up with anything to complain about anyway. The map (1:25,000,40-foot
interval) was fine and the course was fine; John had even arranged for wet winter in Tucson,
so there were plenty of places where we could refill our water bottles, continued on p. 9
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Regaining Gem - continued from p. 8
*
A most pleasant late afternoon. The Tucson club seemed to have things Just right
with its bw-kay, hospitable, friendly attitude. There was time to enjoy some of their food, buy
one of the club's good-looking t-sNrts, and compare notes with some of the other teams
(including Aiar Ruutopold and John Whrftfngton from Buffalo, who had spent the previous day
running down to the bottom of the Grand Canyon, a drop of r>me 4,000 feet, and then
running back up!}. Oh, yes, K^th was quite relieved that we hadn't trashed his reputation.
*
In fact we had only one complaint - for some reason we had a plane reservation
leaving early the next morning. Talk about bad planning!
Atmouncwmnte

Oeto^er Meet to be a full wmkmM ©f eetMllea. in addition to our regular October meet
being set this year by Pe^L Penn, which is scheduled for October 17 at Slavin Gulch on the
West ski© of the Dragoons, Mark Parsons will be setting a Blke-0 course on Saturday and a
Night-0 course on Saturday night. So, come eariy, bring your mountain bike, and plan to
spend the entire weekend there, enjoy a smorgasbord of orienteering activities at one of our
most scenic venues, enjoy some great company and camp out at the site on Saturday night.
• for the May newsletter is April 26. If you can't make this deadline, please
M rne know by that date that an article will be forthcoming. Announcements of events held
before June 15 should appear in the May newsletter. Contributors to the April Issue are
Richard Dekaney (who is the frontrumer for the Helen Deiuga award for creative newsletter
writing), Marilyn Cieavlnger, Rachel GeSbin, Peier Gagarin, and John Maier.

TOC OFFICERS
rrestaent
V!ce*Pfssid®nt
Secretary/Treasurer:
Membership Secretary:
Equipment Chairman:
Map Chairman:
Publicity Chairman:
Newsletter Editor

Pat Penn
Scott Hill
Laurie Fellows
Marilyn Cieavlnger
Mary English
Roger Spertfne
Peg Davis
Sue Roberts

326 2339
296-4178
790-3652
795-2061
881-4786
577-8519
628-8985
577-8519

I'm a cow... doo ell dee... I'm a cow... Just standing around... Darnedfiles...Get out
of my eye... oh, well... just stay there... A lot like any other day out hem In the Whetstones...
I'm a cow... Me and my cow friends sure like it out here though... lots of grass to chew...
beautiful views... mesquite and juniper to go roaming between... dont have to worry about
many cactus, though there's some cafs claw... but then again, we never worry... We're
cows... doo di dee... Just standing around...
I'm just a cow... You know what?... I think I'll moo In a while... not right now, though...
maybe a little later... doo di dee... I'm a cow,.. Hey! Whafs thai?... If s pr&fy big and bouncing
along that road... I'll pretend I'm ds$*nter@sted... I'm a cow... Tup, If s definitely one of thosa
v#iiete things... doo di dee... Looks like someone's gotten out of the vehicle to open a gate...
hmmm... open gate... Guys!... The gate's open!... Lets run, ief s get through, let's see what
the rest of the world is Ilk©!... doo dl dee... Not too interested, eh fellas?... doo di dee... Maybe
later... I'm o cow...

I'm a cow... just etandln* around.,, doo di dee.,, now there's more people,., and
they've set up tables... and more keep coming down the road... I'm a cow... Oct... Something
musfv© frightened that one... she's runnin' off into the woods... looks tiring... I'm a cow... I
think ril follow... doo dl dee... Whafs this?... Who put this odd box up in this trm*?... doo di
dee... Gee, I wonder if I know what color It is... I'm a cow... doo di dee... Was that a noise?...
Holy mef... Look at that guy charging this way!... look's like trouble... I'm just a cow... think
1*11 move away... thaf s better... pretty safe up here... doo di dee... hmmm, it seemstiney'reall
chasing each other in circles... doo di dee... I've always wondered about people...
What a day... I'm still a cow... doo dl dee... looks like things are winding down...
people are leaving... that last group of folks is breaking up... When did I eat last?...! think I'll
mosey down there and poke around... I'm a cow... Looks ptn^ quiet... Gee, nice T-shirts...
doo di d m . . Look at all those prize ribbons hanging fh&&.> Wonder what those are for?...
Hmmm... someone was eating an orange... Hey, whafs that on that table?... Looks like a
pteca of papsr with a message from the meet director... Meet director?... Sounds kind of
tt*jy... This oouid be important.. I'll have a look... I'm a cow...
Results from the Whetstone Mountains - 21 March 1993
by Rtehard Dekany
Well; I'd sure like to thank those folks who made directing tills meet quite
enjoyable. Thank you, Scott Hill, for getting us in, helping at the timing table, and
generally being patient with me during my first try at directing a meet Thank you, Bud
Farmer, for your heroic all-day effort running the registration table ail morning and
collecting controls after 2:00. Thank you, Rachel Geibln and LaOonna Lee, for
additional help with registration and timing. Thank you, Dan Cobbiedick, for help
registering and collecting controls,
continued on p. 11
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Thank you, Peg Davte, for several orienteering clinics and not once mentioning your
squash racquet
Thank you, Gregg and Carol Starr (and Samantha!) and Marley Beard, for control
collection. Big thank you, John Maier. for setting the beautiful courses that took their
toil on us distance-challenged orienteers, but were very well received by panting
finishers. A final and special thank you, Elizabeth *ZibP Turtle, meet co-director, for
working tables, control retrieval, and equipment hauling.
We had a total of ©0 participants and several new members!. The results of the
meet &m as follows:

1T
1M
1W

Scorpions
Charlie Quintan
Molly Parsons

1M
2M
3M
4M
5M
6M
1W
2W

54:27
57:09
57:12

m@d§st© Course:

1M
2M
1W
1T
2W
2T
3T
41
ST

Keith McLeod
Bud Farmer
Rachel Geibin
Catafina Javelina
23bi Turtle
Thunderbolts
Ismael Family
TheCeriews
Two Blind Mice
Get Lost
Wendees

rtecreauonai basso.
Recreational intermediate:

67:26
94:49
87:38
96:03
118:31
121:23
135:55
139:48
157:40
DNF
DNF

Dan Cobbiedick
Mark Parsons
John Utile
Scott Hill
Cliff Hathaway
Wilkey Richardson
Peg Davis
Pat Pern
Marley Beard
Minor Miracle
Jim woco

ma

east

Vm
1310
1330

f&9

ma

2BS
DNF
DNF
DNF

...

Audrey Brooks, Mike Mitchell, Fred Waechter, The
Evil Mendu, Gregory^Morris, Davis, and QwRteys.
La Donna Lee, Mike Mftsfcell, Lost without Tsars.,
and It Hurts Today.

I don't understand a bit of it.. I'm a cow... 'Mmmuuuuim"... that feit good but dcs&ant
do much to help me understand... oops, thats right., cant read... I'm & cow... do© dl 3ee...
i bet that paper would taste good, though... oh-oh, looks like someone's fsmk with some of
those nylon boxes... I'd better get off this table and hide... do® dl dm... I'm a cow... i wonder
if they'll ever know i was snooping around... doo di dee... ITs utterly possible.
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